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WINDCATCHER X-Air® and SUNPIPE® were installed on Hong Kong’s first zero carbon 
building (ZCB). Engineered by Arup©, ZCB is a signature project to showcase state-
of-the-art eco-building design and technologies to the construction industry both 
internationally and locally.

To achieve carbon neutrality, an integrated approach was adopted, combining 
passive design measures with green active systems and on-site generation of 
renewable energy.

A series of passive strategies, including the cross-ventilated layout and a high-
performance façade , were used to improve energy conservation and thus reduce 
energy consumption by 20%.

Apart from the advanced technologies, efforts were also made to minimise 
material use and embodied energy through efficient structural design and low 
carbon construction practices. Recycled materials and sustainable timber were 
used as much as possible during construction. Excavated soil during construction 
was used as fill in the urban native woodland to reduce waste.

Overall, the ZCB has been fitted out with more than 90 cutting-edge environmental 
features. This exemplar project has achieved BEAM Plus Platinum rating, the 
highest rating for excellence building environmental performance in Hong Kong, 
and was awarded the Grand Award (New Building) in the Green Building Awards 
2012.

Arup© pictures.

Construction Industry Council –  
ZCB Hong Kong

Natural Lighting and Ventilation

• Sector: Goverment
• Distributor: Delta Pyramax
• Architects: Ronald Lu and Partners (Hong Kong) Ltd
• Consultant: Ove Arup & Partners Hong Kong Limited
• Contractor: Gammon Construction Ltd
• Location: Kowloon Bay, HONG KONG
• Products installed Spring 2012:

 » 2 N° 450mm SUNPIPE
 » 2 N° WINDCATCHER X-AIR
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Monodraught have recently provided products to the University of Canterbury in 
Christchurch, New Zealand via our distributor EllisCo. 

The products will be installed in the new science facility, the first building of which 
is due for completion in 2017 and includes specialist teaching and research 
laboratories for physics, chemistry, geology, geography and biological sciences. 
Extensive informal areas for learning and study are included in the design, as well 
as social spaces that provide ideal venues for events and encourage interactions 
between staff, students and external collaborators and stakeholders.

Our partners in New Zealand, EllisCo supplied the 17 x Square SUNCATCHER Classic 
185 GRP systems (complete with 450 mm SUNPIPE systems). Peter Millard said 
“EllisCo are delighted to be part of this fantastic development for the University of 
Canterbury. The Monodraught SUNCATCHER system will not only provide sustainable 
ventilation for the users of the building but also bring in natural daylight which 
studies have shown can improve health and well-being for students and staff in the 
building”

The Monodraught SUNCATCHER systems are a method of effectively conveying 
natural daylight and natural ventilation from roof level down into the building below 
by combining the principles of the WINDCATCHER natural ventilation system with 
Monodraught’s SUNPIPE natural daylight system.

Key benefits

• Is sustainable energy in action: Does not use any fossil fuelled energy but 
relies on harnessing wind power and the thermal rise of warm air

• Healthier system: Brings a steady supply of fresh air into the building, whilst at 
the same time expelling stale air to the atmosphere.

• Night time cooling: In the summer period the volume control dampers are 
programmed to open fully at night to utilize the cool air

• Precise control with a range of highly sophisticated control systems 
• Evenly diffused natural daylight provided to internal spaces

Square SUNCATCHER Classic 185 GRP System  
University of Canterbury

Natural Lighting and Ventilation

• SUNCATCHER® Classic ordered for new science facility at the  
University of Canterbury, New Zealand

• Sector: Education
• Architects: Warren and Mahoney
• Engineers: BECA
• Main Contractor: Hawkins Construction
• Location: Christchurch, New Zealand
• Products (December 2015):

 » 17 x Square SUNCATCHER Classic 185 GRP systems  
(complete with 450 mm SUNPIPE® systems)
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SUNPIPE: Latifa School for Girls and 
Rashid School for Boys (Dubai)

Even in Dubai they have seen the benefit of Monodraught SUNPIPES®, not only 
to counteract the strong power of the Middle East sun but also to bring in the 
benefits of filtered natural sunlight to school children without the attendant 
problems of glare and heat gain. By using SUNPIPES, the window blinds can be 
kept firmly shut and the electric lighting can be kept off! Monodraught’s Middle 
East office provides a complete supply and fix service using our own Dubai 
based installation teams to provide a fast and highly successful installation 
service.

SUNPIPE:  
The British School 

at Abu Dhabi  
(1000 mm)

Originally the Architect wanted a series 
of free form rooflights but such is the 
intense heat of the sun in the Middle 
East, the Architect opted for a series of 
SUNPIPES® arranged not in a uniform 
pattern but formed part of the interior 
design by providing quite a spectacle of 
natural light. 1N° 1000 mm diameter 
SUNPIPE was installed to the central 
Library and this in itself forms a focal 
point of a flood of natural light to 
this area, which draws comment and 
praise from many visitors to this rather 
unique institution in the middle of Abu 
Dhabi.
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Monodraught were asked to provide a natural ventilation solution for a three 
classroom extension to the existing Vancia-Crepieux School near Lyon. Natural 
ventilation was to be utilized in conjunction with several other environmental 
initiatives such as timber cladding, rain water harvesting and high performance 
glazing with solar shading. Monodraught’s WINDCATCHER® X-Air natural ventilation 
systems were chosen as a means of providing fresh air and heat dissipation from 
roof level into the classrooms without the use of mechanical fans.

Natural ventilation has traditionally been used in France to achieve summertime 
thermal comfort through the use of opening windows. However, the objectives of 
the Consultants in working with natural ventilation was to provide the appropriate 
ventilation in all seasons from the WINDCATCHER systems. This has been successfully 
achieved through the integration of Monodraught’s fully automatic iNVent control 
strategy built around external climatic conditions, thermal comfort and air quality.

One WINDCATCHER X-Air 170 system was specified to each of the classroom 
following dynamic thermal modelling that was used to provide a detailed climatic 
based analysis of the predicted ventilation performance. Incorporated within the 
installed iNVent control system is data logging functionality which is being used to 
provide feedback to the client on the internal air quality in the new classrooms.

Commenting on the installation, Olivier Zanni of Tribu, Lyon “The existing school was 
naturally ventilated but only by manual windows opening. The WINDCATCHER X-Air 
system was chosen for the simplicity of its implementation during the construction, 
its good control system and low maintenance. The feedback from the school is very 
good regarding ease of use and air quality.”

Key benefits

• Energy performance certificate
• Ease of installation
• Dynamic Thermal Modelling provided
• Fully automatic control systems
• Low maintenance, long life span

WINDCATCHER X-AIR:  
Vancia School

• Building Name: Vancia School
• City: Vancia-Crepieux, Lyon, Rhone
• Country: France
• Building Type: Primary School Extension
• Market Sector: Education
• Architect: Tekhne Architectes 
• Consulting Engineer: TRIBU, Lyon
• Installation Date: Completed August 2012
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WINDCATCHER: San Francisco!

Monodraught WINDCATCHER® systems have recently been installed by a local 
contractor in USA. The building will be used by a world renowned product 
design company called Fuse Project.

A refurbished industrial building; the offices will house nearly 100 designers 
who were seeking a low energy alternative to air conditioning. The San 
Francisco area, also called the Bay Area, has a particular micro climate which 
makes it almost ideal for natural ventilation. The UK based Consultants, Buro 
Happold, had recently opened up an office in San Francisco and therefore 
recommended Monodraught systems as a possible solution.

We have supplied 4N° SOLA-BOOST® X-Air 200 systems and 2N° 
WINDCATCHER® X-Air 200 systems.

SUNPIPE:  
Decathlon Portugal

Even in winter most of Portugal enjoys 
five to six hours of sunshine each day, 
so it is no surprise that SUNPIPES® are 
proving so popular. By taking advantage 
of natural daylight, leading retailers 
Decathlon, Hipermercados E Leclerc 
and Intermarche are benefitting from 
cost and environmental savings.

The three supermarket chains have 
installed a total of 575 SUNPIPES. 
Decathlon, for example, has installed 
209 SUNPIPES at its store in Cascais, 
120 in Santarem, 115 in Castelo Branco 
and 98 in Torres Vedras.
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SUNPIPE:  
Future School Project, Al Ain-UAE

Four identical schools (2 boys an 2 girls 
schools) are modelled the same as 
Mezyed School. The courtyard is shaded 
by solar panels, which provide 15% of the 
schools electricity and the walls are lined 
with plants, which are used to optimize 
the oxygen in classrooms. Edison Lighting 
has installed a total of 889 no. 530 mm 
SUNPIPES® in all four schools combined 
with 228 motorised light shut dampers 
in a record breaking time scale of only 6 
weeks.

This is the largest project Monodraught has ever managed and will be a great 
advertisement to us for the educational sector throughout the Gulf-Region.

WINDCATCHER:  
Ormiston Road College, New Zealand

83 Monodraught WINDCATCHER® units have been supplied and installed that will 
provide integrated natural ventilation and cooling for a public high school under 
construction in Ormiston Road, central Auckland.

New Zealand is at the forefront of eco-development and with Monodraught 
providing intrinsic benefits and bottom-line savings to operating costs we expect 
the technology will be readily adopted as it has been across Europe.
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18,000 km: Monodraught specified on 
the other side of the world

• Christchurch Bus Exchange
• Sector: Export, Government
• Distributor: Ellis Co
• Architect: Architectus
• Consultant: Aurecon
• Main Contractor: Southbase
• Location: Christchurch, New Zealand
• Products installed (2015)

 » 9 N° WINDCATCHER® Classic 155 systems

Aftershocks are still taking place following another 7.8 quake near Christchurch earlier in November, 
which has sadly caused further damage and loss of life.  

Many also remember the devastating earthquake in New Zealand that occurred in February 2011 
in Christchurch. The earthquake caused widespread damage across the area, killing 185 people. 
Christchurch’s central city and eastern suburbs were badly affected, with damage to buildings and 
infrastructure already weakened by the magnitude 7.1 Canterbury earthquake of 4 September 2010 
and its aftershocks. 

As part of the re-building programme the Christchurch Bus Exchange was commissioned by the 
Christchurch Central Development Unit. This was a considerable construction project with planning for 
future development taken into consideration.

9 N° WINDCATCHER Classic 155 Monodraught systems were installed to serve the passenger lounge 
with natural ventilation. The WINDCATCHER Classic introduces natural ventilation into the bus exchange 
and helps reduce CO2 levels. This creates a more comfortable working environment for staff and 
passengers alike. It uses no fossil fuels by maximising the use of wind power and the natural stack 
effect of thermal buoyancy, combined with night time cooling using “free” cooling to the cool the fabric 
of the building.

Christchurch now has some of the highest rated sustainable buildings in New Zealand, of which the 
Bus Exchange is one. This was borne out of a desire from both the local government and residents for 
the reconstruction work to be built with a greener ethos.

Monodraught were pleased to work with their distribution partner in New Zealand, EllisCo to deliver the 
solution. Monodraught work with a selection of partners across the globe to deliver low carbon natural 
and hybrid lighting, ventilation and cooling solutions. We design, manufacture and install our systems 
to create low energy, low carbon and sustainable buildings. To find out more about which countries we 
currently distribute to, please visit our worldwide pages on our website.
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A recent export project of ours has been named 
as winner of a French “Green Buildings” Award 
from the Construction21 Network for Health and 
Comfort. 

The school, which was built and began to be used 
in 2014 has around 350 pupils, is located in a re-
generated district of Bourgoin Jallieu (France). The 
Simone Veil nursery and primary school combines 
a requirement for controlled energy consumption 
and low carbon emissions with a focus on health 
and comfort for its pupils and teachers.

The needs of the project were acoustic comfort – 
essential for student’s attention, generous daylight 
sources and air quality, a very important matter for 
this school as it is built on a former industrial site. 
In addition consideration was required for summer 
comfort in the building. The school needed to have 
a maximum temperature of 26°C without any 
active cooling system during 3 heat-wave days and 
with 30 students per class. 

The WINDCATCHER X-Air is a 2nd generation 
natural ventilation system featuring the patented 
ACTIVLOUVRE® modulating aerofoil louvre 
technology. The system consist of an external static 
louvre and internal active louvre arrangement, 
which varies the opening and free area through 
the louvre face. The variable louvres can provide 
maximum ventilation rates when fully open or 
modulated to increase louvre pressure or closed 
to prevent the ingress of precipitation.

In addition to the ACTIVLOUVRE arrangement, the 
system also incorporates external air catchment 
fins to provide greater area at the louvre improving 
performance in relation to wind speed. Pressure 
release vanes at the fins provide a means to reduce 
face pressure under high winds.

The school has been able to adapt to strong 
climatic variations with nearly no use of energy 
due to clever architectural design, including using 

our WINDCATCHER and SUNCATCHER systems. 
16 N° WINDCATCHER and 2 N° SUNCATCHER 
Monodraught products were installed above 
individual classrooms to create the natural 
ventilation system. The systems are supported 
by Monodraught iNVent2 Controls which allow 
the building to monitor CO2 levels and also open 
and close the ventilation units as required. Air 
quality was important to help students maintain 
concentration levels. The impact of installing this 
solution has allowed the school to guarantee a 
ventilation of 25m³/h/child. 

The Monodraught system was selected as the 
natural ventilation system, it provides free-
cooling and it provides a humidity sensitive air 
handling unit. Natural ventilation is supplied by 
the Windcatcher units, controlled class by class 
and by indoor and external temperature sensors 
plus a CO2 Sensor. There is also autonomous night 
ventilation using the cool evening air. The solution 
requires almost no maintenance compared to 
mechanical ventilation systems.

Results have shown great indoor air quality and 
measured CO2 levels within the various rooms 
are well below the indoor air guide values. The air 
renewal rate is 25/m³/h person, higher than the 
norm. Acoustics tests have also performed well, with 
WINDCATCHER open=39dB and WINDCATCHER 
closed =38dB. The acoustic quality of the rooms 
is critical to pupil’s attention spans. Feedback on 
the system has also been positive with the school 
being pleased to have manual controls.

Christian Charignon from Tekhne Architects stated 
“We selected the innovative Monodraught solution 
which ensures very efficient ventilation during the 
day when the children are in class and free-cooling 
at night. This enables the school to guarantee an 
ambitious ventilation rate. We were pleased to 
create a design which uses the environment as a 
strength rather than a constraint”

WINDCATCHER® X-Air  
and SUNCATCHER® Classic 
installed in award-winning 
French school building

Natural Lighting and Ventilation

• Groupe scolaire maternelle et primaire Simone Veil
• Sector: Education
• Distributor: ECODIS SAS
• Architect: Tekhne Architects
• Location: Nr Lyon, France
• Products installed (2014)

 » 14 N° WINDCATCHER X-Air 170
 » 2 N° WINDCATCHER X-Air 140
 » 2 N° SUNCATCHER Classic 155 with 450 SUNPIPE®

 » 5 N° iNVent2 Control Panels
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